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VisiWave Site Survey with Wi-Spy Spectrum Analyzer mapping launched in Canada

Wi-Spy.ca and AZO Technologies team up to bring the VisiWave Site Survey software to Canada. VisiWave
Site Survey offers comprehensive WLAN mapping in an easy-to-use application with interference mapping
included.

Nov. 30, 2009 - PRLog -- Futura GTS today announced the Canadian launch of VisiWave(TM) Site
Survey, a very successful wireless site survey product.  VisiWave Site Survey has full support for collecting
and mapping your WLAN signals using your WLAN card, and also captures radio interference using a
2.4GHz or 5GHz spectrum analyzer.  Just plug your USB Wi-Spy device into your laptop and begin
collecting spectrum data using VisiWave Site Survey. Then create detailed interference maps using
VisiWave Site Survey Report as easily as any other wireless coverage maps.

VisiWave includes multiple methods to track the surveyor’s path: adding individual data points by clicking
on a floor plan image, adding segments of data points by walking along straight lines, and using GPS with
Google Earth integration.  The product makes the technician's life easier by offering either instantaneous or
continuous data collection and automatically maps out access point locations.

Existing customers clearly appreciate VisiWave’s ease-of-use and always growing set of features. “We
have used the AirMagnet(TM), Ekahau(TM), and VisiWave products. I prefer the VisiWave tool as it is the
easiest to use and is constantly being enhanced,” commented Tim Lawson, Vice President of Sales with
Red One Network Solutions, about VisiWave’s latest release.

VisiWave performs effective site surveys by quickly and automatically mapping out radio characteristics in
the survey area. This map allows anyone to fully visualize all aspects of an 802.11 wireless network. 

About Futura GTS 

Based in Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada, Futura GTS is a family owned and operated Value Added Reseller
that strives to provide reliable and cost effective computing solutions. With customers ranging from SOHO
to Enterprise, Futura appreciates the value of products like the Wi-Spy spectrum analyzers that allow
technicians to troubleshoot wireless network issues quickly and easily. For more information, visit 
http://www.wi-spy.ca and http://www.futuragts.com.

About AZO Technologies, Inc.

AZO Technologies, Inc. is a software research and development company specializing in wireless
applications. The company was founded in 2001 and is headquartered in Kalamazoo, Michigan. More
information can be found at: http://www.visiwave.com

VisiWave is a trademark of AZO Technologies, Inc. Other trademarks that appear above are the property of
their respective owners.
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Specializing in supporting the SMB segment, we offer our clients full sales and on-site support service
throughout Manitoba and North-Western Ontario. Our products include custom PC workstations and
servers, printers, peripherals, networking and more.

--- End ---
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